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Queen Life Span: 15-25 years

Max Colony Size: 40,000

Sting/Bite:  They do not possess a stinger 

although like many lasius species they can spray 

small amounts of formic acid.  
Polygynous: They are monogamous and if 

multiple queens are placed together it will often 

lead to the death of all but 1 queen.

Experience level: Beginner friendly.

Country or region of origin: North Africa and meridional Europe.

Recommended Set-Up: For me acrylic nests have worked well though I've noticed 
they're not so fond of test tubes once they get their nanitics, though y-tong and plaster 
can be used. 

Hydration and Food: humidity should be in the 50-70% range so you should never let the 
sponge go bone dry but not sopping wet, watering every 3-4 days should be ok and just to 
be sure remember to place a water test tube in the arena. For food they like honey, sugar 
water and jelly's and for proteins they love crickets though they enjoy mealworms and 
locusts as well. 

Colony Activity and Cleaning Guidance: These ants are not messy at all! The only 
things they will leave behind are pupae husks and the small parts of insects they don't 
eat, though once in a while cleaning the outworld is recommended before the almost 
non existent feaces start moulding. They are very active and aggressive once they 
reach 25-40 workers. 



Species Information: 

These ants are similar to lasius niger though they tend to be more brownish in colour 
and a bit bigger, just like their counterpart they will lay huge batches of eggs. Though 
feeding them the same meal for a while can slow down colony growth as I've had to 
learn the hard way. They are very active though a bit shy but will be ready to do 
anything to protect the nest. If you don't water the nest enough you might find the 
whole colony around the water through you should provide though once you water 
the nest they'll move back in no time. Overall very easy species and I definitely 
recommend it to any stage of ant-keeper! 


